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SPEEDWAY 
SUPERHEROES
John Chaplin and John Somerville

ABOUT THE AUTHORS
John Chaplin is generally acknowledged
throughout the speedway world to be
the leading authority on the history of
the sport. An author and broadcaster, his
pedigree goes back almost 60 years, and
this book is based on his writings during
that time, including his acclaimed regular
contributions to Speedway Star magazine
and his own hugely successful Vintage
Speedway magazine.

John Somerville has spent a fortune 
acquiring from the world’s top 
speedway photographers their best 
and most vivid pictures. They appear in
publications throughout the world. He 
is dedicated to preserving the sport’s
most iconic images.

This book is by way of a summit meeting 
between JOHN CHAPLIN, a career Fleet
Street journalist and the world’s best 
speedway writer, and JOHN SOMERVILLE, 
an enthusiast par excellence, who has amassed
the world’s biggest and best speedway image
bank.

The dynamic duo, who have long wanted 
to work together, have now teamed up to
bring you the greatest stories about the 
greatest personalities from the world’s most
exciting sport, illustrated with the greatest
photographs.  In 37 chapters they cover 
subjects as diverse as John Mills and Dirk 
Bogarde as speedway stars on celluloid; Peter
Craven’s Pyjamas; Hail to the Leg-trailers; the
Duggan Phenomenon; Alice Hart’s Flying 
Circus; the Low-down on Rocket Bikes, and
much, much more.

All the drama, the romance, the triumphs 
and the tragedies of speedway’s 84-year 
rollercoaster existence are here . . . in 
Chaplin’s inimitable words and Somerville’s
fabulous pictures.



In the beginning . . . an early push-starting line at Harringay before the invention of the taped
starting gate.

Jack Biggs at his magnificent best: leading in a league match during the Wembley revival in the
1970s, with Hackney team mate Bengt Jansson taking avoiding action as Des Lukehurst goes
down.

Example of a double-page spread.
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Make do and mend: workshop facilities were
primitive and basic. Here Phil ‘Tiger’ Hart works
on his bike, with Norman Parker and helpers just
behind.

Left: Two smoking speedway superstars: Lloyd
‘Sprouts’ Elder (left) and ‘Broadside’ Vic Huxley.


